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[1] Electrical resistivity tomography (ERT) has proved to be a valuable tool for imaging
solute transport processes in the subsurface. However, a quantitative interpretation of
corresponding ERT results is constrained by a number of factors. One such factor is
the nonuniqueness of the ERT inverse problem if no additional constraints are imposed. In
the vadose zone, further problems arise from the general ambiguity of the imaged bulk
electrical conductivity in terms of water content and solute concentration. In this study
we address these issues in detail for a solute tracer experiment conducted in an undisturbed
unsaturated soil monolith where the tracer transport was monitored by means of 3-D
smoothness-constrained ERT and time domain reflectometry (TDR) measurements.
The experimental design allowed the determination of solute tracer concentrations directly
from imaged bulk electrical conductivity. Independent TDR data and effluent tracer
concentrations provided a ‘‘ground truth’’ for the ERT-derived apparent
convection-dispersion equation transport parameters. The apparent transport velocity
calculated from the ERT results was consistent with that based on TDR data and the
sampled effluent, independent of the degree of smoothness imposed in the ERT inversion.
On the other hand, the apparent dispersivity calculated from the ERT results was larger
than that estimated from TDR data but smaller than that estimated from the sampled
effluent, with the magnitude of deviations dependent on the degree of smoothing.
Importantly, no mass balance problems were observed in the ERT results. We believe that
this is largely a consequence of the uniform application of the tracer as a front and of the
configuration of the electrode array with respect to the main transport direction. In
conclusion, the study demonstrates that ERT can yield unprecedented quantitative
information about local- and column-scale solute transport characteristics in natural soils.
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1. Introduction
[2] The quantitative description and prediction of solute
movement through the vadose zone is essential for sustain-
able soil and groundwater management. During the last few
decades numerous studies have been carried out which
contributed to this topic [Corey et al., 1967; van der Pol
et al., 1977; De Smedt et al., 1986; Vanderborght et al.,
2001; Javaux et al., 2006] including in particular soil
column experiments with well defined boundary conditions
[Corey et al., 1967; Mallants et al., 1994; Javaux and
Vanclooster, 2003]. In such studies, solute breakthrough
curves (BTC) typically are measured in the column’s
effluent. They provide integrated and flux-averaged infor-
mation on the processes governing solute transport in the
column. However, if solute displacement is sought to be
understood correctly, for example, in order to make pre-
dictions, the local-scale transport properties have to be
known. Here, we define the local scale as a scale smaller
than the column scale for which data are available. As the
local-scale transport properties cannot be measured directly
in a nondestructive manner, the resident solute concentra-
tions during inert tracer experiments can be measured
instead. The local-scale apparent transport parameters can
be obtained by inversely fitting analytical or numerical
solutions of transport models, such as, e.g., the convection-
dispersion equation (CDE), to the solute breakthrough
data.
[3] Typically, two methods are used to determine resident
solute concentrations in a nondestructive manner: suction
cups and time domain reflectometry (TDR). Suction cups
have been used for a long time in soil science to determine
local-scale solute concentrations, both in the laboratory and
in the field [e.g., Biggar and Nielsen, 1976; Patterson et al.,
2000]. However, Weihermuller et al. [2005] showed that
suction cups modify the local matrix potential and therefore
the transport paths. This method is, therefore, of limited use
for a quantitative description of local solute breakthrough.
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Although TDR was originally developed to determine soil
moisture content [e.g., Topp et al., 1980], the method also
has been used since the 1990s to measure bulk electrical
conductivity [Heimovaara et al., 1995]. In this manner,
breakthrough curves of resident concentrations of solutes
with electrical contrast can be sampled. TDR has been
shown to yield a quantitatively better insight into the
heterogeneity of solute transport than suction cups
[Vanclooster et al., 1995; Vanderborght et al., 1997; Javaux
and Vanclooster, 2003]. However, the method is restricted
to local measurements, and the spatial resolution is therefore
limited.
[4] During the 1990s, it was shown that electrical resis-
tivity tomography (ERT) can provide a much better spatial
resolution of resident solute concentrations in the course of
tracer experiments than local methods such as TDR [Binley
et al., 1996]. A quantitative interpretation of ERT images,
however, remains difficult because of several limitations
related to the underlying inversion process and the diffusive
nature of electrical flow [e.g.,Day-Lewis et al., 2005; Kemna
et al., 2006]. In addition, the uncertainty of inferred solute
transport characteristics from ERT analysis remains ignored.
[5] An additional problem from using ERT image data
arises from the fact that the bulk electrical conductivity is
dependent on water content, solute concentration, and
surface electrical conductivity. So, once spatially distributed
bulk electrical conductivities are obtained from ERT data
inversion, these conductivities have to be separated into the
three contributing conductors by means of petrophysical
relationships. In order to do this, information on the
petrophysical model parameters and their topology is re-
quired. Such data are rarely available. Numerous studies,
therefore, assume spatially constant petrophysical relation-
ships and negligible surface conductivity [e.g., Kemna et
al., 2002; French et al., 2002; Winship et al., 2006].
[6] Several studies have been carried out using indepen-
dent methods to quantitatively verify the image data
obtained from ERT. Some of them investigate the ERT-
derived water contents, whereas others focus on ERT-
derived solute concentration. Binley et al. [2002] found a
good quantitative agreement between cross-borehole ERT
and zero-offset ground penetrating radar in terms of the
velocity of the center of mass of an injected water plume.
However, it was not within the scope of their study to draw
conclusions about the validity of the ERT image data at the
local scale. Michot et al. [2003], in contrast, investigated the
validity of ERT image data at the local scale, although they
give no statement about the validity at the bulk scale of the
experiment.
[7] Among the studies which focus on solute concentra-
tion are many which confirm the qualitative agreement
between results from ERT and an independent method
[Binley et al., 1996; al Hagrey and Michaelson, 1999;
Olsen et al., 1999; Slater et al., 2000; French et al.,
2002]. Studies in which the validity of the ERT image data
is quantitatively investigated include Slater et al. [2002] and
Singha and Gorelick [2005, 2006]. Slater et al. [2002]
compared voxel-scale ERT-derived breakthrough curves
with data collected from observation wells in a solute tracer
experiment under saturated conditions. They found a broad
quantitative agreement in both magnitude and arrival times
of the local-scale tracer pulses but dispensed with inves-
tigations at the bulk scale of the experiment. Considering
the bulk scale of the experiment, Singha and Gorelick
[2005] reported that ERT detected only 25% of the recov-
ered mass in their field-scale tracer experiment. In a
subsequent publication they investigated the corresponding
local-scale ERT-derived BTCs by means of a multilevel
observation well [Singha and Gorelick, 2006]. To our
knowledge, this is the only study available in which, at
the same time, both the quantitative validity of ERT images
at the (voxel) local scale and at the bulk scale of the
experiment have been investigated by means of an inde-
pendent method.
[8] In the vadose zone, however, well-based sampling is
difficult to employ. In this study we address two points
which are necessary in order to investigate solute transport
processes in the vadose zone quantitatively by ERT image
data: (1) the bulk electrical conductivity has to be translated
into solute concentration and (2) a quantitative ground truth
for the ERT imaging results has to be provided at the local
scale; additionally, the validity of the ERT imaging results
has to be checked at the scale of the experiment if a ground
truth cannot be appraised for every single voxel explicitly.
[9] Here, we present results from an experiment in which
a solute tracer was applied to an undisturbed soil monolith
and monitored by means of smoothness-constrained ERT
and TDR as well as measurements in the effluent. The
experiment was designed in a way which allowed us to
relate bulk electrical conductivity to solute concentration
without neglecting spatial variations in water content and
mineral surface conductivity. We investigate the impact of
different ERT inversion parameters on the imaging results.
We contrast the (voxel-) local-scale ERT-derived bulk
electrical conductivity and solute concentration with
corresponding TDR data. Additionally, the shapes of the
solute breakthrough curves from ERT and TDR are quan-
titatively compared by means of apparent transport model
parameters. As a cross check of the validity of our approach
at the scale of the experiment, we compare the ERT-derived
apparent 1-D transport model parameters with the




[10] The experiment consists of a two step tracer test
applied to a large undisturbed soil monolith under steady
state unsaturated flow conditions. A constant irrigation rate
of 1.5 cm/d (standard deviation 0.1 cm/d) was applied
throughout the experiment. Initially, the column was irri-
gated with tap water and after steady state conditions had
been established the tap water was replaced by a CaCl2
solution (providing a positive electrical conductivity con-
trast) for a period of 47 days. The complete tracer break-
through took about 30 days, although the data collection
was extended to all 47 days after the tracer application
(48 days in total). During the last 17 days of the experiment,
chemical steady state had been established and hence the
precision of the measurement devices could be checked.
[11] The temperature corrected (nLF, 25C [see Deutsches
Institut fuer Normung, 1993]) tap water background con-
ductivity was adjusted to 503 mS/cm by adding CaCl2 or
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distilled water. This electrical conductivity was equivalent
to a mean chloride concentration of 54 mgL (standard
deviation 2 mg/L). For the tracer solution, we added
approximately 925 mg/L of CaCl2 adjusting the solute
electrical conductivity to 2530 mS/cm. This corresponds to
a chloride concentration of 642 mg/L (standard deviation
15 mg/L). The deviations were caused by slight changes in
the tap water ion composition during the experiments.
2.2. Soil Monolith and Soil Material
[12] We used a PVC column of 150 cm in height with an
inner diameter of 116 cm and a wall thickness of 2 cm
(Figure 1a) to excavate an undisturbed sandy soil monolith
from an agricultural field site near Kaldenkirchen (Germany).
The topmost and bottommost 5 cm of the column were not
filled with the sample: at the bottom, the corresponding
gap was backfilled with sand; at the top, the soil surface
was covered with a thin layer of fine gravel in order to
prevent erosion caused by irrigation.
[13] In total, 212 stainless steel electrodes (1.2 cm in
diameter) were installed extending 3 cm into the soil,
respectively. The majority of the electrodes (192) were
arranged equidistantly along the circumference of the soil
column with a horizontal spacing of 11.8 cm in six
different depths (Figure 1a). Additionally, five electrodes
were placed vertically in between each of the six electrode
rings along four vertical transects. We used a six-channel
GeoServe RESECS with corresponding relay boxes to
carry out the ERT measurements.
[14] In addition to the ERT electrodes, ten TDR probes
were inserted into the column. The TDR probes were
positioned diametrically opposed to each other at five
different depths (Figures 1a and 1b). We used a three-
rod design similar to the one employed by Heimovaara
[1993]. We chose a rod length of 18.8 cm and a rod
spacing of 2.5 cm. The rod spacing to diameter ratio was
10:1. The TDR signals were generated and recorded by
means of a Campbell Scientific TDR100 system. The
dielectric constant as well as the signal attenuation was
logged at 1 h intervals using Campbell Scientific SDMX50
multiplexers and a Campbell Scientific CR10X data log-
ger. In order to avoid electricity short cuts through the
TDR cables (and therefore artifacts in the ERT images),
switches were built in between TDR probes and multi-
plexers. In this way, we were able to electrically isolate the
TDR probes from each other whenever ERT measurements
were performed. Thus, we could apply both methods, ERT
and TDR, simultaneously although they had to be alter-
nately switched on and off.
[15] Next to each TDR probe a tensiometer (UMS T4)
was installed (see Figure 1b). The tensiometer data were
logged every ten minutes with aid of a MAC19 data logger.
In addition, a resistance temperature detector (PT100) was
installed in each TDR/tensiometer plane.
[16] In order to discriminate between the two vertical
TDR and tensiometer transects, they are, in the following,
referred to by their XY coordinates (0j58) and (0j58) in
centimeter.
2.3. Boundary Conditions
[17] The experiment was performed in a basement of the
lysimeter facility of the Forschungszentrum Ju¨lich. The
ambient temperature was kept around 10C (±2C) to
minimize temperature effects on the electrical conductivity.
An irrigation device, consisting of a reservoir with 484
needles, was placed on top of the soil column, allowing
spatial uniformity of the irrigation. The soil column was
mounted on a balance in order to verify steady state
conditions. The lower section of the soil column was water
saturated during the experiments.
[18] Twelve openings in the bottom section of the column
allowed discharge to a 100 mL tipping bucket (UGT
Mu¨ncheberg). The flow rate was measured and logged on
the MAC19 data logger. The effluent was conducted
Figure 1. (a) Soil column and instrumentation and (b) horizontal cross section of the soil.
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through a vessel where the electrical conductivity and the
water temperature were measured at 10 min intervals by a
WTW Condi325 conductivity meter.
3. Methods
3.1. TDR Measurements
[19] The TDR data were used to measure the water
content, q (cm3/cm3), as well as the bulk electrical conduc-
tivity. For the water content measurement, the bulk dielec-
tric constant xb (-) was used to infer water content using the
composite dielectric approach [Roth et al., 1990]:
q ¼ x
a
b  1 Fð Þxas  Fxaa
xaw  xaa
: ð1Þ
Here, xs, xa, and xw refer to the temperature corrected
dielectric constant of soil solid, air, and water phase,
respectively, and F is the porosity. The corresponding
values were taken from Roth et al. [1990]. They are listed in
Table 1. The geometry factor a was set to 0.5, which
corresponds to the Complex Refractive Index Model
(CRIM) [e.g., West et al., 2003].
[20] The bulk electrical conductivity sb (mS/cm) was
obtained from the TDR signal attenuation for measurement
times much greater than the main detection of the reflected
signal. We related the signal attenuation to the bulk electri-
cal conductivity of the soil in the vicinity of the TDR rods
using the relationship
RTDR ¼ ZC 1þ r1ð Þ
1 r1ð Þ
: ð2Þ
Here, r1 is the reflection coefficient at very long times, and
ZC is the impedance of the TDR device, multiplexer, and
cable. RTDR is the ensemble resistance of Zc and the
resistance of the bulk soil [Heimovaara et al., 1995;
Mallants et al., 1996]. This then permits estimation of the
bulk electrical conductivity according to
sb ¼ Kp
RTDR  RCable : ð3Þ
Here, Kp is the cell constant of the TDR probe, and RCable is
the resistance associated with cable tester, multiplexers, and
connecters.
[21] Both Kp and RCable were determined for each probe
individually using calibration measurements. Therefore, the
signal attenuation was measured for TDR probes immersed
in water with a known electrical conductivity. The meas-
urements were carried out for eight different electrical
conductivities ranging from 11.6 mS/cm to 618 mS/cm.
For the calibration process, the mean absolute residuals hRi
were below 1 mS/cm. Given the bulk electrical conductivities
which we measured during the experiment (25–300 mS/cm),
we can infer a TDR accuracy of 0.3 to 4%. This is in the range
of the accuracy of TDR electrical conductivity measurements
published by Huisman et al. [2008].
[22] After the TDR probes were installed, the precision of
the TDR electrical conductivity measurements was investi-
gated under hydraulic and chemical steady state conditions.
We found the coefficient of variation for the electrical
conductivity measurements collected during 10 consecutive
days to be below 2% for all TDR probes, with a mean
coefficient of variation of approximately 1%. The precision
of the TDR system is hence rated as high.
3.2. ERT Imaging
3.2.1. Inversion Algorithm
[23] We carried out 3-D ERT inversions to map changes
in the spatial distribution of bulk electrical conductivity sb
(mS/cm) inside the soil monolith. We performed 46,260
‘‘skip one’’ dipole-dipole measurements (see Slater et al.
[2000] for more details on this configuration) for each
measurement frame (50% of which were reciprocal meas-
urements, where current and potential dipoles are switched,
in order to assess data quality). We used dipole-dipole
configurations with both horizontal and vertical dipoles.
The dipole length was 22.8 cm for the horizontal scheme
and 25 cm for the vertical schemes. The measurement time
for one complete measurement frame was 8 h and 23 min.
One frame per day was recorded. We inverted the ERT data
for each frame individually by means of the error-weighted,
smoothness-constrained ‘‘Occam’s type’’ inversion code
R3t. No time-lapse regularization was applied. The code
utilizes a triangular prism-based finite element solution of
the forward problem [Binley et al., 1996] and has been
previously demonstrated for soil core experiments by Olsen
et al. [1999]. The algorithm finds the smoothest distribution
of electrical conductivity which fits the measured data to a
specified error level eapp using the approach described by
Binley and Kemna [2005].
[24] The ERT inversion produces an image of M voxel
electrical conductivities (sj, j = 1, 2, . . ., M) given a set of N
measurements of four-electrode resistance (Ri, i = 1, 2, . . .,N)
by minimizing the objective function, Y, given by
Y ¼k We d f mð Þ½  k2 þa k Wsm k2 : ð4Þ
Here, d is the data vector, given by
di ¼  logRi i ¼ 1; 2; . . . ;N ;
the parameters of the inversion, m, are given by
mi ¼ logsj j ¼ 1; 2; . . . ;M ;
f (m) is the forward model for parameters m; We is an error
weighting matrix; Ws is a smoothness operator representing
the discretized second derivative; a is a regularization
parameter which determines the amount of smoothing
imposed on m during the inversion.
[25] For the ERT forward problem, the soil column was
partitioned into 14,720 triangular prisms (edge length
 6 cm). For the inverse problem, in order to reduce
Table 1. Dielectric Numbers x Which We Used to Calculate the
Water Content at the TDR Positionsa
xs,topsoil xs,subsoil xa xw
5 3.9 1 84.3
aThe indices s, a, and w stand for solid phase, air, and water, respectively;
xw is for 9.5C.
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computational demands, we discretized the column into
3680 parameters. Thus, patches of 4 adjacent finite
elements were lumped to one parameter, respectively
(height  6 cm, horizontal edge length  12 cm).
[26] During the extraction of the soil column from the
ground, the initially circular column cross section was
deformed to a slightly ellipsoid shape with a maximal
deviation of 2 cm with respect to a perfect circle. In a first
approach, we used a perfectly cylindrical mesh to represent
the column for the ERT inversion. In doing so, all horizontal
cross sections of the ERT images exhibited a symmetrical
feature which was aligned to the column wall deformation.
This strongly suggests an artifact due to electrode and
domain boundary misplacement. After we had implemented
corrected electrode and column wall positions into the
mesh, these features were reduced to a large extent. The
corresponding changes in magnitude of the electrical con-
ductivity were up to 50% (depending on the error level
eapp). This finding stresses the importance of accurate
implementation of the electrode and domain boundary
positions into the inversion mesh.
[27] If ei is the measurement error in resistance Ri
represented by the standard deviation, and if we assume that
the measurement errors are uncorrelated, then We in (4) is a
diagonal matrix defined as
We ¼ diag R1e1 ;
R2
e2





The inversion is stopped when the root-mean-square error
eRMS reaches the target value of one. The root-mean-square





We;i di  fi mð Þð Þ2
vuut : ð6Þ
From (6) and the objective function in (4) it is apparent that
the smoothness inherent in the final ERT image is affected
by the error estimates used to compute the data weighting
matrix We.
[28] The true error e comprises the measurement error as
well as numerical (modeling) errors resulting from, for
example, discretization errors or electrode positioning errors
[LaBrecque et al., 1996; Zhou and Dahlin, 2003;
Oldenborger et al., 2005]. In this study, we assumed that
e can be approximated using an absolute resistance error
component, aapp (W), and a relative resistance error
component, bapp (-), according to
eapp ¼ aapp þ bappR: ð7Þ
The optimal error weighting matrixWe is related to the error
level eopt which characterizes all noise in the system most
accurately. An underestimation of e leads to artifacts in the
inversion results whereas its overestimation results in overly
smooth ERT images [Binley et al., 1995; LaBrecque et al.,
1996].
[29] The ERT inversion problem is ill conditioned, mean-
ing that small errors in the data can lead to large errors
(artifacts) in the results. In order to reduce the impact of
noisy data on the ERT image we made use of a robust ERT
inversion scheme as described by LaBrecque and Ward
[1990]. Here, the error weighting matrix We is adapted for
individual data points during each iteration (while the L2
norm is used to measure both model and data misfits).
According to Morelli and LaBrecque [1996], reasonable
results can be achieved with this approach even if the true
error level is underestimated by 1 order of magnitude.
[30] However, even if using the robust inversion scheme,
the inversion results still depend upon (1) the choice of the
error level eapp and (2) the criteria with which data points
(e.g., outliers) are removed from the data set prior to
inversion.
3.2.2. Data Error Analysis
[31] In ERT studies, data error has been typically ap-
praised by either repeatability or reciprocity checks. The
error estimate which results from the latter approach, here
referred to as the reciprocal error eN/R, is empirically known
to provide more useful values [e.g., LaBrecque et al., 1996].
However, as an estimate of the true error e, the reciprocal
error eN/R has substantial flaws. First, it is only a measure of
precision and not accuracy. Additionally, it does not take
into account correlations between the individual errors.
Furthermore, it does not account for numerical errors.
Hence, we subsequently used eN/R only as a starting and
reference point for different parameterizations of error level
eapp. In order to reduce the degrees of freedom in this
approach, we only consider uniform error level eapp for all
measurement configurations and time frames. Likewise, we
neglect any correlation among the errors.
[32] Detailed information about how eN/R can be
determined is reported by LaBrecque et al. [1996] and
Slater et al. [2000]. Here, we present an approach which is
an extension to the method proposed by LaBrecque et al.
[1996].
[33] We first removed all obvious outliers from the ERT
data set. This was done in two steps. First of all, all data that
were outside predefined bounds of measured voltage, in-
jection current, and coefficient of variation from stacking
measurements [see Slater et al., 2000] were discarded. The
bounds were chosen on the basis of empirical knowledge.
They are listed in Table 2. Then, all data with a reciprocal
error larger than 100% of the corresponding mean (of the
normal and reciprocal) transfer resistance RN/R were
removed. After this, 17,000 to 20,000 of the initial 23,130
normal and reciprocal data were retained for each frame.
[34] In the next stage we subdivided the range of mea-
sured transfer resistances into logarithmically equally sized
bins. For each bin, the standard deviation sbin of the
reciprocal errors was calculated. The error model para-
meters aN/R and bN/R were determined by fitting the right-
hand side of (8) to sbin (Figure 2). The fitted parameters aN/R
Table 2. Predefined Error Bounds for First ERT Data Filtering
Lower Bound Upper Bound
Injection current (mA) 2 100
Potential measurement (mV) 0 5000
Coefficient of variation of stacked
potential measurements (%)
0 5
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and bN/R define the error eN/R which represents the standard
deviation of the reciprocity error:
eN=R ¼ aN=R þ bN=RRN=R: ð8Þ
Following this approach, we found that eN/R decreased with
progression of the tracer front (Figure 3). An explanation for
this behavior is that the increased solute concentration
enhanced the electrode to soil contact. From this it follows
that eN/R is spatially variable, not only because of varying
solute concentration but also because of spatially varying
water content. Indeed, we could confirm this when applying
the normal-reciprocal (N/R) error analysis to subsets of the
ERT data. Additionally, we could observe an increase of
eN/R when the tracer front was passing the location of the
corresponding data subset. We attribute this to the temporal
aliasing which occurred because of the time gap between
normal and reciprocal measurements. (The time gap was not
fixed for the individual electrode configurations and varied
between some minutes up to 8 h.) However, in a first
approach, we restrict ourselves in investigating the spatially
and temporally mean eN/R only (i.e., in the following, eN/R
always denotes the spatially and temporally mean eN/R). The
mean of the error model parameter aN/R was found to be
0.009 W (maximum 0.031 W) whereas the mean of
parameter bN/R was 0.005% (maximum 0.011%).
3.2.3. Data Selection
[35] The mean transfer resistances RN/R of all electrode
configurations of an individual time frame are referred to as
data points in the following. When a time series of
individual ERT frames has to be inverted, it is desirable
to (1) invert identical data points for each individual frame
in order to yield similar sensitivity distributions for each
frame, (2) invert data points which are distributed as
uniformly as possible over the inversion domain, and (3)
reduce the number of data points in order to decrease the
computational demand.
[36] In the following we used eN/R to meet the first
criteria. Data points which had a N/R misfit larger than the
fivefold of eN/R in at least one of the 48 frames were
removed for the entire time series. With this approach, the
number of retained data points was 6,371, covering the
whole inversion domain. We are aware that the choice of
the threshold is largely arbitrary. Furthermore, a constant
threshold leads to a bias in the spatial data point density
when regions with varying electrode contact are present,
e.g., because of spatial water content variations. Spatially
varying thresholds with respect to the electrode contact
could be used to obtain a uniform data point distribution.
For sake of simplicity we refrain from refined data selection
approaches in this study. Instead, we focus on comparing
inversion results of different error levels eapp. The
investigated eapp were chosen with respect to the reciprocal
error eN/R.
3.3. Relating Electrical Conductivity to Solute
Concentration
[37] The soil bulk electrical conductivity is assumed to be
related to the solute electrical conductivity sw (mS/cm)
according to the model of Waxman and Smits [1968]:
sb ¼ 1
F
sw þ ss; ð9Þ
where ss (mS/cm) is the ohmic surface conductivity of the
soil solid phase (largely related to the clay content in the
soil) and F (-) is the so-called formation factor. Following
Archie’s law [Archie, 1942], the formation factor F accounts
for pore space characteristics. For simplicity, we here also
incorporate the saturation dependence of the electrolytic
conductivity component in (9) (according to Archie’s
‘‘second equation’’) into the formation factor, which then
can be written as




Figure 2. The standard deviation sbin of the N/R misfits
which were collected in bins and the corresponding error
model fit eN/R for the first of the 48 ERT frames. The error
model parameters aN/R and bN/R are shown at the top left.
Figure 3. Time series of N/R error model parameters
found during the experiment.
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where F is the porosity, q the water content, and w, m, and n
are empirical (fitting) parameters.
[38] In order to relate bulk electrical conductivity to
solute concentration, five assumptions are made.
[39] 1. First, we assume that under hydraulic steady state
conditions the formation factor (here including the water
content influence) was spatially variable but remained
temporally constant. Knowledge of the actual porosity, the
water saturation, and the formation and saturation exponents
is not needed.
[40] 2. In the second assumption we presume that the
ohmic mineral surface conductivity remained approximately
constant during the course of our experiment, i.e., was in a
first approximation independent of salinity. There is evi-
dence in literature that this assumption is justified [e.g.,
Revil and Glover, 1998] in the regime of our experiment.
[41] 3. In order to apply the approach, we have to know
the solute concentration in the soil water for the entire soil
column for two distinct salinity states. Hence, the third
assumption is that the solute concentration in the soil water
was spatially constant after the solute concentration in the
effluent had reached stable values.
[42] If the three assumptions are valid, the solute electri-
cal conductivity sw is spatially constant at two salinity
states: state 1 at the start of the experiment when sw
corresponded to tap water (503 mS/cm) and state 2 at the
end of the experiment when sw corresponded to CaCl2
solution (2,530 mS/cm).
[43] On the basis of the first three assumptions we can
derive the electrical conductivity of the solute at an arbitrary
state t from the bulk electrical conductivity at state 1 and




sw;t þ ss;t ð11aÞ
sb;1 ¼ 1
F
sw;1 þ ss;1 ð11bÞ
sb;2 ¼ 1
F
sw;2 þ ss;2: ð11cÞ
Next, we subtract (11b) from (11a) and (11c), respectively.
This yields










The mineral surface conductivity is canceled out.
[44] In a last step, we divide (12a) by (12b) which results in
sw;t  sw;1
sw;2  sw;1 ¼
sb;t  sb;1
sb;2  sb;1 : ð13Þ
The impact of the formation factor is, thus, canceled out as
well.
[45] Two further assumptions are used to relate bulk
electrical conductivity to solute concentration C (assump-
tions 4 and 5).
[46] 4. We assume that the ratio between relative changes
of chloride concentration (Ct  C1)/(C2  C1) and solute
electrical conductivity (sw,t  sw,1)/(sw,2  sw,1) was
constant over time.
[47] 5. We assume that the latter ratio was constant for the
entire soil column and could be obtained from the effluent
BTC.
[48] Here,Ct is the chloride concentration for time t, C1 is
the chloride concentration at salinity state 1 (54 mg/L) and,
C2 is the chloride concentration at salinity state 2 (642 mg/L).
[49] The corresponding function, here denoted as g,
was determined by relating the chloride content in the
effluent with the corresponding electrical conductivity
measurements:
Ct  C1ð Þ





(14) can be resolved to chloride concentration at time t, Ct:
Ct ¼ g sw;t  sw;1sw;2  sw;1
 	
C2  C1ð Þ þ C1: ð15Þ
All measured electrical conductivities were corrected for
temperature using the relationship published by Franson
[1985]. Although the environment of the laboratory was
temperature controlled, temperature shifts up to a magni-
tude of ±4C occurred because of malfunctions of the
climate control and impacts of outside temperature varia-
tions over the duration of the experiments (15 November
2005 to 1 January 2006).
[50] We observed that the electrical conductivity sw of
the effluent (maximum: 440 mS/cm) did not reach that of the
irrigation water (503 mS/cm). Again, after the soil water
ionic content in the effluent was in equilibrium with the
tracer irrigation water, the electrical conductivity of the
effluent was lower than the one of the irrigation water
(2,450 mS/cm compared to 2,530 mS/cm). Both times, the
balance of Ca2+ concentration between irrigation water and
effluent is negative. A probable explanation for the decrease
in salinity is hence calcium carbonate precipitation together
with degassing of carbon dioxide. We are aware that this
violates our assumptions made for the calibration of the
petrophysical model. However, for sake of simplicity, we
ignore this fact and assume a closed solute electrical
conductivity balance at this point (constant 440 mS/cm and
constant 2,450 mS/cm for the first and last frame,
respectively).
[51] An analysis of irrigation and outflow water showed
that the mass of applied chloride was conserved during the
experiment (mass balance: 98.3%). Analyzing the effluent,
we found that the function g in (15) between change in
solute electrical conductivity and change in chloride
concentration was not linear but exponential. We fitted a
second-order polynomial to the data in order to relate solute
electrical conductivity to chloride concentration.
[52] Subsequently, we used (13) and (15) to derive (1) the
breakthrough curve of the flux-averaged chloride concen-
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tration in the effluent, (2) the breakthrough curves of the
resident chloride concentration sampled with each TDR
probe, and (3) the breakthrough curves of the resident
chloride concentration for each ERT voxel. The scaling
was performed for each TDR probe and each ERT voxel
and the effluent data individually by means of the bulk
electrical conductivities sb,1 and sb,2 which were measured
at the corresponding probe/voxel as well as the effluent
data.
3.4. Comparing ERT Data to TDR and Effluent Data
[53] With an estimated accuracy of approximately 1%
[Huisman et al., 2008] and a measured precision of
approximately 1%, we consider TDR as appropriate to rate
the validity of the electrical conductivity data which were
obtained with ERT. The sampling volume of a three-rod
TDR probe is sensitive to the rod spacing to rod diameter
ratio which is in our study 10:1. According to Ferre´ et al.
[1998], the sampling volume of our probes can be
approximated by a cylinder around the central rod with a
radius of one and a half time the rod spacing and length of
the rods (approximately 800 cm3). It should be noted that
the sensitivity is strongly biased toward the vicinity of the
rods.
[54] The volume of one ERT voxel is approximately
90 cm3, whereas the voxel size should not be confused
with the ERT resolution. In order to compare ERT and TDR
data, we related the mean of the ERT electrical conductivity
of all voxels intersecting the TDR sampling volume to the
corresponding TDR probe.
[55] We compare the TDR- and ERT-derived BTCs by
means of apparent CDE parameters, the apparent velocity va









Here, we fit the solution of the third type boundary value
problem for a step input and for resident concentrations to
the BTCs [Parker and van Genuchten, 1984]. The apparent
CDE velocity va and the apparent CDE dispersivity la are
not related to a physical process. Similar to temporal
moments they merely capture the main characteristics of the
breakthrough curve in a condensed manner [see, e.g.,
Vanderborght et al., 2001]. We use the apparent CDE
parameters since they provide better means to compare
breakthrough curve data from different depths and flow
rates. Temporal moments always change with depth and
flow rate whereas for a homogeneous transport process, the
apparent CDE parameters should remain constant with
depth and the dispersivity with flow rate. Changes of these
parameters with depth and flow rate directly indicate
heterogeneous transport.
[56] The flux concentrations measured in the effluent of
the column were fitted using the solution of the CDE for a
first-type boundary condition. By means of the apparent
CDE parameters, we were able to quantitatively compare
the breakthrough curve of the mean resident chloride con-
centrations of the bottommost ERT voxels with the one of
the flux concentration which was measured in the effluent.
This provided an additional evaluation of the quantitative
interpretability of the ERT images.
[57] The residuals between TDR- and ERT-derived ap-











Likewise, the residuals between the apparent CDE para-
meters for the effluent BTC and the averaged BTC of the
bottommost ERT voxels were calculated.
4. Results and Discussion
4.1. ERT Bulk Electrical Conductivity Images
[58] The three-dimensional variation in bulk electrical
conductivity, sb, for day 0, day 13, and day 30 is shown
in Figure 4. The corresponding error model parameters were
aapp = 0.02 W and bapp = 0.01. The left-hand side of Figure 4
Figure 4. The 3-D ERT bulk electrical conductivity at t = 0 d, t = 13 d, and t = 30 d for aapp = 0.02 W
and bapp = 0.01 (eapp  2eN/R).
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(day 0) depicts the initial state where the soil water
composition corresponded to tap water composition. The
right-hand side of Figure 4 (day 30) depicts the final state
where the composition of soil water corresponded to the
CaCl2 solution. Therefore, the bulk electrical conductivity
of day 0 and day 30 provide explicit information on the
water content distribution inside the lysimeter. The
distribution is (qualitatively) in accordance with the TDR-
derived water content (Figure 5).
[59] The image shown in the central position in Figure 4
(day 14) corresponds to a day when the tracer front had
reached the bottommost third of the column. It can be seen
that the tracer front cannot be delineated from a single bulk
electrical conductivity image alone.
4.2. Comparison of ERT- and TDR-Derived Bulk
Electrical Conductivity
[60] Figure 6 shows the BTCs obtained from TDR and
the corresponding ERT-derived voxel BTCs at a depth of
42.5 cm. The impact of the different eapp on the ERT bulk
electrical conductivity can be seen. For eapp eN/R (Figure 6,
top), the voxel BTCs and the corresponding mean BTC are
noisy, whereas for eapp eN/R (Figure 6, bottom), the BTCs
are smooth. For this error level of 42.5 cm, the ERT image-
derived electrical conductivity was consistently greater than
the one captured with TDR.When eapp is slightly higher than
eN/R, the mean voxel BTC matches the TDR data best. As an
example, the response with eapp 2eN/R is shown in Figure 6
(middle).
[61] Figure 7 shows vertical bulk electrical conductivity
profiles at the two TDR transects at day 31. By this time, the
CaCl2 solution had replaced all the tap water in the soil and,
thus, the observed spatial variability in electrical conduc-
tivity is attributed to spatial variations in water content and
clay content rather than solute concentration. Instead they
are caused by spatial variations in water content and clay
content. If we infer from the layering of the soil that the
horizontal gradients in water content and clay content are
negligible as compared to the vertical gradients, we can
explain the systematic deviations between the smooth ERT
images and TDR at an individual soil depth, e.g., at depth
42.5 cm (see Figure 6, bottom, and Figure 7).
[62] The locations of the peaks in the electrical conduc-
tivity profile of the inversion with eapp  eN/R and eapp 
2eN/R in Figure 7 correspond to the depths of the horizontal
electrode rings. The troughs correspond to the interring
positions where the TDR probes are located. It is unlikely
that this artifact-like feature is related to the metal rods of
the TDR probes as the metal rods would result in an
increase of electrical conductivity. The feature resembles
rather an artifact due to an underestimation of the optimal
error level: it becomes less associated with the ERT
sensitivity distribution as well as less pronounced with
larger eapp.
[63] As discussed above, the mismatch between ERT and
TDR is largely dependent on the error level eapp used in the
ERT inversion. Apart from this there may have been other
contributing factors. First, the different sampling volumes of
TDR and ERT could have led to a mismatch, especially if
there were large heterogeneities in bulk electrical con-
ductivity at the TDR measurement scale. A mismatch could
have also been caused by errors in the TDR and/or ERT
data. Systematic and random errors in the TDR-derived
electrical conductivity may have been originated from
alterations of the pore space or alterations of the rod spacing
during the probe installation [Huisman et al., 2008].
However, detailed studies similar to those presented by
Rothe et al. [1997], who investigated the effect of soil
compaction on the TDR-derived dielectric constant, are
presently not available. For ERT, systematic and random
errors in the ERT data could have been caused by, e.g.,
electrode misplacement. As discussed, we could reduce the
misfit between ERT and TDR results significantly by
implementing the correct electrode position in the finite
element ERT mesh. Furthermore, we expect further
improvement with a finer ERT mesh discretization. In this
study, we abstained from this because of computational
limitations. Finally, the TDR steel rods could have caused
artifacts because of the large electrical conductivity contrast
which the TDR rods provide themselves. However, artifact-
like features in the vicinity of the TDR probes were visually
not observed or did not exceed the range of the bulk
electrical conductivity variations in the corresponding cross
section. Therefore, we consider that the effect of the TDR
rods on the ERT images is of minor importance. Further
investigations of these issues is warranted but exceed the
scope of this study.
4.3. Overshooting Values in the ERT Image Series
[64] For some voxels, the ERT inversion occasionally
produced overshooting values (Figure 6); that is, the calcu-
lated bulk electrical conductivity values were larger than the
ones found when the soil water was in chemical equilibrium
with the tracer solution. Such a behavior was not observed
in the data from the TDR probes. The overshooting values
are likely to be related to ERT imaging artifacts. Note that
the overshooting values are only observable relative to the
ERT-derived bulk electrical conductivity after chemical
equilibrium with the tracer had been reached. It can either
represent overestimation at the time of the overshoot or
underestimation at the time of chemical equilibrium. We
suspect that the artifacts reflect how the ERT regularization
acts on the reconstructed image for different electrical
Figure 5. The water content profile inside the soil column
measured with TDR.
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conductivity gradients. When visually inspecting the loca-
tion of the overshooting values we could not find any
systematics connected to their occurrence.
4.4. Chloride Concentration Images
[65] From Figure 8, in which the ERT-derived chloride
concentrations for aapp = 0.02 W and bapp = 0.01 are shown,
it can be seen that the tracer front is clearly resolved. The
maximal gap between the most advanced and most delayed
part of the tracer front during the experiment was
approximately 50 cm (see Figure 8, day 14). Note that the
smoothness constraint in the ERT inversion results in a
smooth image of the real tracer front progression. In
addition, the spatial resolution is worse and smoothing is
more pronounced in the center of the column where the
sensitivity is lower than near the column’s perimeter where
the electrodes are located.
4.5. Comparison of ERT- and TDR-Derived Chloride
Concentration
[66] In Figure 9, the chloride concentration BTCs for
TDR and the mean of the neighboring ERT voxels at depth
Figure 6. TDR bulk electrical conductivity (EC) BTCs at depth 42.5 cm compared to the mean ERT
voxel BTC in the vicinity of the corresponding TDR probe locations. Additionally, the corresponding
individual voxel BTCs are depicted. The impact of the ERT inversion error level on the results is shown
for three examples: (top) eapp  eN/R, (middle) eapp  2eN/R, and (bottom) eapp  eN/R.
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42.5 cm are shown. For eapp  eN/R (Figure 9, top), the
BTCs were noisy; for eapp  eN/R (Figure 9, bottom), the
ERT response did not exceed the TDR response. However,
the dispersion of the tracer front is larger when measured
with ERT data than when based on TDR data. Again, the
midsection of Figure 9 depicts eapp  2eN/R. Here, a good
match between TDR and mean voxel ERT BTCs can be
observed.
4.6. Comparison of Apparent CDE Parameters From
ERT and TDR Chloride BTCs
[67] Figure 10 shows the apparent velocities of TDR and
mean voxel ERT BTCs. It shows that the solute was
traveling faster at the TDR probes at the XY coordinates
(0 j 58) than at the XY coordinates (0j58). It can be seen
that the apparent velocity is relatively insensitive to eapp.
Using eapp  4eN/R results in the best match between ERT
and TDR (Table 3). For this ERT error level, the mean
residual is below 0.1% (standard deviation 1.6%). Note that
the residuals listed in Table 3 are valid only for regions with
similar ERT sensitivity as the one at the TDR locations. The
accuracy of ERT is expected to worsen with increasing
distance to the column walls.
[68] The ERT-derived apparent dispersivities, in contrast,
are strongly dependent on the choice of eapp (Figure 11).
This is also apparent from visual inspection of the BTCs
(Figure 9). For eapp  eN/R, the apparent dispersivities are,
on average, overestimated by 17.5% (Table 3). The highest
precision was obtained for eapp  2eN/R (standard deviation
of the residuals 26.8%).
[69] The overestimation of the apparent dispersivities can
be explained by the effect of the smoothness constraint in
the ERT inversion [Kemna et al., 2002; Vanderborght et al.,
2005]. Additionally, as the solute moved approximately 3 cm
on average during one ERT snapshot, temporal smearing is
expected to support an overestimation of apparent dispersiv-
ities [Slater et al., 2002; Vanderborght et al., 2005].
[70] Like the apparent velocities, the dispersivities differ
in magnitude between the two TDR transects at the XY
coordinates (0j58) and (0j58). For the error levels eapp 
eN/R and eapp  2eN/R the difference in magnitude is
recovered by ERT. For these error levels, the shapes of the
dispersivity depth profiles are recovered best if both
transects are considered.
[71] The ERT image-derived apparent velocities are
estimated well regardless of the choice of eapp, whereas
for a good estimation of the apparent dispersivities the error
level eapp is important. This suggests that investigations on
the optimal error level eapp can be undertaken by means of
the misfit between TDR- and ERT-derived apparent
dispersivities.
4.7. Comparison of Apparent CDE Parameters From
ERT and Effluent Chloride BTCs
[72] The 1-D apparent velocity determined from the
effluent data and the one derived from the mean of all
BTCs in the bottommost ERT voxels match almost perfectly
(Table 4). Except for overly smooth inversions (eapp 
eN/R), the misfit is less than 2% with respect to the effluent
data (Table 4).
[73] The good match in 1-D apparent velocity suggests
that the ERT chloride BTCs recovered the bulk chloride
mass correctly, at least at the bottom of the column. We
draw this conclusion as the integral over the effluent BTC
and the integral over 1-D ERT BTC at the bottom of the
column yield an identical mass. This is supported by the fact
Figure 7. The vertical bulk electrical conductivity profile along the two TDR transects. Next to the
TDR data, ERT image data for three different error levels are shown. The ERT data correspond to the
moving average of ERT voxels intersecting an equivalent of the support volume of TDR.
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that we scaled the ERT voxel BTCs to the correct minimum
and maximum chloride concentrations.
[74] The deviations between the ERT- and effluent-
derived apparent dispersivities are in the range of the ones
we observed in the comparison with the TDR data (4% for
eapp  eN/R to 31% for eapp  2eN/R). The ERT-derived
dispersivity is exclusively smaller than the dispersivity
found in the effluent BTC. The opposite would be expected
because of the smoothness constraint in the ERT inversion.
[75] A possible explanation is that boundary effects and
decreased sensitivity lead to artifacts in the bottommost
ERT voxels as they were located outside the electrode array.
Apart from this, the water collection system at the outlet of
Figure 8. The 3-D tracer front progression shown in chloride concentration for aapp = 0.02 W and bapp =
0.01 (eapp  2eN/R).
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the column might have generated additional dispersion to
the effluent BTC.
[76] An alternative intuitive explanation of why the ERT-
derived dispersivity overestimates the TDR-derived one but
underestimates the dispersivity in the effluent BTC is
depicted in Figure 12. In Figure 12 a schematic of the
tracer transport inside the soil column conceptualized with
stream tubes is shown for illustration purpose. Within each
stream tube (local scale), the tracer is transported with
different velocity. At each local-scale tracer front, a BTC
is shown which represents the local-scale dispersivity. At
the local scale, the smoothness-constrained ERT recovers
the travel depth correctly (and hence the transport velocity)
but overestimates the dispersivity (dashed line). This is what
we observed when comparing TDR- and ERT-derived BTCs
and what was also found by Vanderborght et al. [2005]. At
the column scale, the smoothness-constrained ERT is
expected to underestimate the travel depth variability and
hence the stream tube velocity variability (dotted line). The
stream tube velocity variability, however, is positively
Figure 9. TDR chloride concentration BTCs at depth 42.5 cm compared with the mean ERT voxel BTC
in the vicinity of the corresponding TDR probe locations. Additionally, the corresponding individual
voxel BTCs are depicted. The impact of the ERT inversion error level on the results is shown for three
examples: (top) eapp  eN/R, (middle) eapp  2eN/R, and (bottom) eapp  eN/R.
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correlated with a dispersivity component which is generated
above the local scale [e.g., Jury and Roth, 1990]. This
dispersivity component would be underestimated. If in our
case this is the dominant contribution to the column-scale
dispersivity, this would explain why ERT underestimated
the latter. Theoretically, this hypothesis could be investi-
gated by means of TDR. However, in our study this was not
possible as the TDR probes sampled only regions with
similar and high ERT sensitivity.
5. Summary and Conclusion
[77] We have presented a detailed study on some basic
issues in the general application of ERT to quantify solute
transport parameters in unsaturated undisturbed soils. The
experimental setup which we used in this study allowed us
to directly translate bulk electrical conductivity to solute
concentration without a priori knowledge of the petrophys-
ical properties of the soil material. A drawback of the
approach is that it is only applicable when the following
conditions are met: (1) hydraulic steady state conditions
exist, and (2) no spatial variation of the soil water solute
concentration exists for at least two solute saturation states
in the entire domain of the column. Applications of the
approach at the field scale are possible; however, large
efforts would be needed to meet the prerequisites (e.g., large
amount of water and time). This renders the approach more
appropriate for laboratory column-scale studies.
[78] We did not observe mass balance problems when
using ERT, as reported by, e.g., Singha and Gorelick [2005].
We suspect that this is connected with (1) the application
of the tracer as a step which is homogeneously distributed
over the entire upper boundary of the investigated domain,
(2) the location of the electrodes at the vertical boundaries
of the investigated domain, (3) the improved sensitivity of
ERT within a bounded domain, and (4) the scaling of the
bulk electrical conductivity to the minimum and maximum
chloride concentration.
[79] We introduced an improved method to quantitatively
characterize the noise in the raw ERT data by means of
normal and reciprocal measurements. The method is based
on the approach of LaBrecque et al. [1996]. In our revised
approach, noise in the complete range of transfer resistances
is sampled (a process that can be easily automated). We
found that the reciprocal error eN/R decreased with
increasing salinity of the soil water, likely due to an
improved electrode contact.
Figure 10. Apparent velocities va (cm/d) from TDR and
the corresponding mean of the ERT voxel BTCs as a
function of eapp.
Table 3. Mean and Standard Deviation of Residuals Between
ERT- and TDR-Derived Apparent Velocity and Apparent Dis-
persivity at All TDR Probe Locations as a Function of the Error
Level Which Constitutes Itself by the Absolute Error and the
Relative Errora
aapp (W) bapp Error Level
Rdv Rdl
Mean (%) SD (%) Mean (%) SD (%)
0.001 0.001 eapp  eN/R 6.4 5.1 18.3 60.8
0.005 0.003 eapp  eN/R/2 3.3 3.1 18.6 54.1
0.009 0.005 eapp = eN/R 2.1 3.9 17.5 43.2
0.02 0.01 eapp  2eN/R 0.2 2.8 19.0 26.8
0.04 0.02 eapp  4eN/R 0.1 1.6 42.3 40.7
0.09 0.05 eapp  eN/R 0 4.2 117.0 74.0
aRdv is apparent velocity, Rdl is apparent dispersivity, eapp is error level,
aapp is absolute error, and bapp is relative error. The best fits are shown in
bold.
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[80] The ERT-derived apparent transport velocities
matched well with those derived from the TDR and effluent
data, and the choice of the error level eapp was of minor
importance. In contrast, the apparent dispersivities were
overestimated by ERT in comparison to those determined
using the TDR data. The overestimation can be explained
by the smoothness constraint used in the ERT inversion, as
previously shown in synthetic studies [Kemna et al., 2002;
Vanderborght et al., 2005], and temporal smearing given
significant data acquisition times relative to the process
dynamics. The magnitude of the overestimation was
sensitive to the applied error level eapp. The best match
was achieved for an error level eapp which was twice the
mean reciprocal error eN/R. This is in accordance with the
findings of LaBrecque et al. [1996].
[81] With respect to the effluent BTC, ERT underesti-
mated the apparent dispersivity for all applied error levels
eapp. This is surprising as the smoothness constraint in the
ERT inversion should act in the opposite direction. An
explanation could be artifacts in the ERT images or effects
of the water collection system at the outlet of the column.
An alternative explanation is that smoothness-constrained
ERT underestimated the variability of the transport velocity
in the individual voxel BTCs located in regions with low
sensitivity.
[82] Although we cannot verify the validity of the local-
scale ERT-derived apparent transport parameters for the
Figure 11. Apparent dispersivities la (cm) from TDR and
the corresponding mean of the ERT voxel BTCs as a
function of eapp.
Table 4. Residuals Between ERT- and Effluent BTC-Derived
Apparent Velocity and Dispersivity as a Function of the Error
Level Which Constitutes Itself by the Absolute Error and the
Relative Errora
aapp (W) bapp Error Level Rdv (%) Rdl (%)
0.001 0.001 eapp  eN/R 0.5 22.3
0.005 0.003 eapp  eN/R/2 1.7 28.7
0.009 0.005 eapp = eN/R 1.5 30.3
0.02 0.01 eapp  2eN/R 1.3 31.4
0.04 0.02 eapp  4eN/R 0.8 27.7
0.09 0.05 eapp  eN/R 3.9 4.3
aRdv is apparent velocity, Rdl is apparent dispersivity, eapp is error level,
aapp is absolute error, and bapp is relative error. The best fits are shown in
bold.
Figure 12. Schematic vertical cross section through the
soil column illustrating how smoothness-constrained ERT is
expected to image the local-scale and the column-scale
BTC.
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entire column, we point out that the presented approach
made it possible to image a solute displacement through an
undisturbed natural soil in three dimensions in a noninva-
sive manner with unprecedented quantitative consistency.
We are positive that the experimental setup will be useful to
investigate impacts of the flow rate on the 3-D solute
transport characteristics.
[83] In addition, the results suggest that TDR has high
potential to act as a quantitative ground truth for ERT.
Furthermore, it may be possible to use TDR data to
constrain the ERT inversion process. Ideally, the TDR
probes should sample the entire ERT sensitivity range. Note
that if ERT and TDR are applied jointly, the TDR probes
should be electrically isolated from each other when ERT
surveys are conducted. Otherwise, electrical short circuits,
e.g., through the TDR multiplexing system, lead to severe
artifacts in the ERT images.
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